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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This research is aimed to study the learning strategies that applied by a

student in speaking at Neptune Hotel School Kediri. This chapter will discuss the

reasons to conduct the research. It covers the background of the study, the scope

of the study, research question, purpose of the research, the significance of the

research, and definitions of key terms.

A. Background of the Study

In learning English, the students need to apply learning strategies in order to

get good result. The successful in learning English can be identified by how well

the learners learn four skills that cover listening, speaking, reading, and writing. In

order to meet communication need, one of the most important skills is speaking. It

is used to express any kinds of idea or through orally. Speaking is a kind of bridge

for the learner between in the classroom and the world outside. It’s mean the

students learn new language in the classroom then they will use the language to

communicate in real life. For the people, the ability of speaking a language is

synonymous with knowing that language since speech is the most basic means of

human communication (Lazarotun, 2010:103).

Speaking is one of the language skills. The writer know that speaking is

very important to people to describe as the activity as the ability to express oneself

in the situation or the activity to report acts, or situation in precise words or the

ability to converse or to express a sequence of ideas fluently. Zakiah adds (2013:2)
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Speaking is very important to learn. Based on the explanation above speaking is

important to interaction and express their feeling to the other people.

According to Harmer inAdhikary (2010: 4) “Speaking is the least practiced skill in

the class room because of some wrong attittudes on the part of teachers, students and

administrator”. It can be concluded that success in speaking material can be supporting

by teachers, students and administrator during learning proccess. In learning English

there are many strategies of speaking that we can used to improve our speaking more

clearly.

Learning strategies have been worldwide issues in English language teaching and

have drawn considerable attention from scholars in the last few decades. Learning

strategies is needed to the learners neither catch the information nor solve a problem.

Learning strategies focus on making student more active learners what they have

learned to be successful. Lee (2010),” learner use learning strategies in order to learn

something more succesfully.”it can be concluded that learning strategies are an

activities that the learner should do every day. But good learners will do that kind of

habit without feeling being forced to them. According to Oxford (1989), “Language

learning strategies are behaviors or actions which learners use to make language

learning more successful, self-directed and enjoyable.” It means that language learning

have variation language in order than learners do not feel bored.

From the definition above, the writer concludes that learning strategies are

activities both conscious and unconscious done by the learners in order to make

language learning more successful.There are many kind of learning strategies that can

used to improve our speaking. They are direct strategies and indirect strategies. In direct
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strategies we can use memory strategies, cognitive strategies, and compensation

strategies. And in indirect strategies we can use metacognitive strategies, affective

strategies, and social strategies.

The learners have their own strategies that are applied in the way to get the point

in learning process. Oxford (1989) claimed, “Learners are using different kind of

language learning strategies, or specific actions and behavior to help them learn.” It

means learners will get success in learning English especially in speaking. If they choose

learning strategy to makes them easy to understand the material in learning process.

There are many learners who can speak English very well but didn’t know what the

learning strategies applied by them. There are the important of applied learning

strategies in speaking according to O’Malley and Chamot (1990)speaking strategies are

crucial because they help foreign language learners “in negotiating meaning where

either linguistic structures or sociolinguistic rules are not shared between a second

language learner and a speaker of the target language” (p.43).from the definiton above,

it can be concluded that learning strategies very important especially in speaking

because it is can make learner improve their speaking ability to be more clearly.

The writer decided to take the research at Neptune Hotel School Kediri.

Because many students has good English. Especially in speaking subject they

were fluent enough and most of them are got high score in English subject

especially speaking. Beside that the lecture also recommended to the writer.

The writer takes the data on the subject of speaking about term of classroom

interaction. And the goal of the material are engage the learners in tasks that

depend on their understanding of the target language, promote meaningful
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communication in the target language, promote reflection on language and culture

learning and use.

The writer decides to observe this student because she has very fluent in

speaking especially in English. That proofed by the lecture that she’s got the highs

score both two on the top. So basically the researcher observe her kinds of

strategies that she’s been used till it can make her speak seems native speaker and

well pronounce.

From the explanation above, the researcher hopes that learning skills is

needed to be maximalist especially in speaking. Some of the students use the

learning strategies. Or the students have already used the learning strategies but

they don’t know yet what naming of those kinds of strategy. So, the researcher

wants to discover her learning strategy.

B. Scope of the Research

There might so many aspects in this research but it needs to e limited in

order to make discussion neither too broad nor too narrow. So it has to consist of

needed things in drawing conclusion only.

In this research, the limitation is on the learning strategy on speaking subject.

Especially in one of a high achievers student in speaking class of Neptune Hotel

School Student in academic year 2019..

The subject of this research is the students of Neptune Hotel School in the

academic year 2019 Kediri. While the skill limited in extensive speaking. For the

material the writer limit it on the term of classroom interaction.
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C. Research Question

Based on the background of the study above, the writer will focus on the

problem:

 What are the learning strategies used by thestudents of a high achiever

in speaking class of Neptune hotel school in the academic year 2019.

D. Purpose of the Research

Based on the research question above, the purpose of this research is:

 To identify the learning strategies used by thestudent of a high achiever

in speaking class of Neptune Hotel School 2019.

E. Significance of the Research

This study will expected to give contributions and develop the student’s

speaking ability by describing the learning strategies that applied by a student in

speaking class. It is expected to get useful ways to improve student’s skill

especially in speaking English.

The writer hopes the result of this study will be useful for:

1. For the lecture
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The result of this research hopes that the lecture can provide information

about selected materials that make students easily to understand in teaching

learning process.

2. For the students

The result of this research hopes that the students should know how

important to have learning strategies in learning English especially in speaking in

order to they can understand the materials easily and acceptable.

3. For other writers

The result of this research will use as reference for other writer in

conducting their research.

F. Definition of Key Terms

1. Learning

Learning is acquiring or getting of knowledge of a subject or a skill by study,

experience, or instruction.

2. Speaking

Speaking is the productive skill. It cannot be separated from listening. When

we speak we produce the text and it should be meaningful. In the nature of

communication, we can find the speaker, the listener, the message and the

feedback.

3. Learning strategies
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Learning strategies defined as thoughts or activities that assist in enhancing

learning and student’s performance (Weinstein & Mayer, 1986, as cited in

(Chamot and O’Malley, 1994). For explanations above we can conclude that

learning strategies has big influence to improve student’s confidence in their

performance.
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